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The potential applications of non-fungible tokens (NFTs), like blockchain technology in general, are attracting

attention across the economy. Some early projects by mainstream videogame publishers have been met with mixed

reviews, but adoption shows no sign of slowing down. But like blockchain technology in general, NFTs, including in

videogames, cause environmental concerns because of the energy required to create, transfer, and track them. A

number of factors can influence NFT energy consumption, but a single NFT can generate more carbon dioxide than

driving for 500 miles  (and every subsequent transfer of the NFT would generate incremental emissions). Coupled

with research that shows 66% of gamers are more likely to play games that are socially and environmentally

responsible,  it is evident that game studios have not only a values-based but also commercially-driven conundrum

on their hands when deciding whether and how to introduce NFT marketplaces into their products.

Fortunately, there may be ways for the world to “play greener.”

Game studios can choose to support NFT transactions with “proof-of-stake” blockchain protocols, which are more

environmentally friendly than “proof-of-work” protocols (currently used by Ethereum and Bitcoin). Proof-of-work

blockchains secure transactions by requiring crypto miners to solve computationally-intensive problems which

results in significant energy consumption while the proof-of-stake chains secure transactions with much less energy

by requiring miners to “stake” their own resources to validate the chain. In fact, there are plans for Ethereum to

transition to a proof-of-stake protocol that could result in a huge reduction in energy usage.  That transition has

been plagued by delays and may or may not happen sometime in 2022. In the meantime, there are many proof-of-

stake technologies that can be used to support NFT transactions in-game.  Executives will need to assess whether

these blockchain projects have sufficient consumer adoption, among other factors.

Utilizing proof-of-stake technology is insufficient by itself to cure the environmental issues faced by NFTs—Ubisoft

received backlash despite using choosing the PoS platform Tezos over Ethereum. Some enterprises invest

in building renewable energy sources to power servers in order to offset carbon emissions and deliver cost

savings.  Alternatively, companies can offset their growing carbon footprint by purchasing and retiring renewable

energy certificates (RECs) from renewable energy facilities. Doing so will compel utilities to add more renewable

energy generation to the grid to meet regulatory requirements as the world continues to push for the

decarbonization of the electric power sector. The Green-e® certification program can be a potential resource for

purchasing RECs with verified environmental attributes and validating sustainability messaging in marketing and PR.
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Get in touch with Winston & Strawn’s Videogame, Gaming & Esports Group to learn more about NFTs in gaming and

sustainability.

Sign up to receive emails with links to new posts by clicking here.

About Winston’s Videogame, Gaming & Esports Group 

Recognizing that emerging industries require bespoke lawyering, David Enzminger formed and leads Winston’s

Videogame, Gaming & Esports Group to provide comprehensive legal solutions to companies in these industries.

This multidisciplinary group includes more than 60 lawyers across 10 practices working seamlessly to assist

companies in these industries in all areas, including managing IP portfolios, assisting esports companies to establish

global sports leagues, selling franchises, and developing proactive legal solutions for issues that arise from league

operations. We represent videogame publishers in antitrust matters and represent both rights owners and gaming

companies in licensing issues for game content. In addition, our team helps electronic game clients prepare for all

types of regulatory and public scrutiny issues, such as corporate governance, data privacy, and

harassment/discrimination claims that are sure to come as the industry continues to grow in both size and influence.

Our offices in New York, Silicon Valley, Los Angeles, Shanghai, and Hong Kong provide gaming clients with a global

platform for their complex and evolving legal needs.
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